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Chapter 2877 
“Patriarch, what’s the matter with the treasure key? Could it be that it was 

spread out on purpose? Now many people have the same jade plaque in their 

hands!” “Could it be that other 

people’s keys are fake?” 

David asked. Asked the solution! 

If the treasure map was spread out on purpose, what about the treasure key? 

Or are those keys fake? 

“It’s true and false, and false is true. The entire northern land has many 

treasures of our ancient body-refining clan, and those treasures also need 

keys!” “It’s just that 

these treasures Among them, some are just holes, some are traps, and some 

are just worthless treasures!” “There is only one 

real treasure, and these treasures are hidden in other treasures, so what those 

people got The treasure key is not fake.” 

“It’s just that I don’t know where the real treasure is hidden…” 

The patriarch followed David and explained! 



This time, David was even more confused. It turned out that there was more 

than one treasure. There were so many treasures, and he didn’t know whether 

they were real or not. How could he find out the real treasure in this way? 

“Patriarch, I heard from Wagang that the treasures of your ancestors were 

excavated by demon cultivators, and finally killed all those demon cultivators. I 

want to know why those demon cultivators listened to you?” David was very 

early 

. Just out of curiosity, logically speaking, the strength of the ancient body-

refining clan cannot be too strong, because the cultivation methods of the 

ancient body-refining clan are doomed to slow down their cultivation speed! 

And the strength of those demon cultivators should not be inferior to that of 

the ancient body-refining clan, but why did they let the ancient body-refining 

clan drive them instead of resisting? 

The patriarch smiled slightly when he heard it, and then looked at Wa Gang 

and the others and said, “You all go out…” 

Wa Gang and the others nodded, and then they all walked out! 

Soon, only David and the patriarch were left in the tent! 

At this time, the patriarch took out a whip from a box. This whip was golden 

yellow, with faint characters flowing on it, and a peaceful force continued to 

permeate from above! 

David could tell at a glance that the whip was blessed with formations, and the 

power it emitted was quite different from ordinary weapons! 

“This is called whipping the magic whip. With this whip, whipping on the 

demons can not only make the demons feel pain, but even hurt the soul of the 

demons! Moreover, the 



peaceful power on the whip is also to suppress the demons. The treasure of 

the family breath, our ancient body-refining family has this magic whip that 

can drive those demon cultivators. 

This magic-drawing whip was also obtained by accident by the ancestors of 

our ancient body-refining family. It fell, but no one knows if it is true or not.” 

The patriarch explained to David, and David looked at the magic whip with a 

bit of brilliance in his eyes! 

A weapon that can suppress the demons is a priceless treasure! 

“Patriarch, can you show me this magic whip?” 

David asked cautiously! 

After all, this thing is too precious, even if the patriarch doesn’t show it to 

himself, it’s normal! 

“Of course…” 

The patriarch directly handed the magic whip to David! 

David took the magic whip, and a divine consciousness spread towards the 

magic whip in an instant! 

Soon, David discovered that the formation on the magic whip was indeed 

different from the formations he knew. This formation was very peculiar! 

When David wanted to study the magic whip in depth, Zhe Yan in his mind let 

out a miserable cry! 

“Mr. Chen, stop quickly, the breath of this thing is too scary, my spirit is about 

to dissipate.” 

Zhe Yan told David not to investigate the magic whip! 



Only then did David think of Zhe Yan, this guy is a demon, he is most afraid of 

the breath from the whip! 

So David withdrew his consciousness and returned the whip to the patriarch! 

“Patriarch, with this magic whip, you can do whatever you want when you see 

the demons.” 

David said enviously! 

Chapter 2878 
Hearing David’s words, the patriarch smiled and said, “It’s not that simple. 

Even if the magic whip is a fairy weapon that fell from the heavens, it is a 

weapon after all. The one who can really exert its power is the person who 

uses this weapon.” 

” If the level of strength is the same, with the magic whip, you can easily crush 

those demon cultivators!” “ 

But if the difference in strength is too large, even with the magic whip, it is 

difficult to escape the hands of the demon cultivators. “ 

As soon as David heard it, he felt that what the patriarch said made sense. Any 

powerful weapon depends on the person who uses it. Obviously impossible! 

“Patriarch, I still have one question, I wonder if you can answer it?” 

David said! 

“Ask…” The patriarch nodded! 

David took out his jade token and said, “My jade token is incomplete, half of it 

was given to me by the tile pot, and the other half was given to me by the 



princess of Jialing County. What is the identity of the master, and why does 

she have the other half of the jade token?” 

Hearing what David said, the patriarch suddenly fell silent, and after a long 

time, he slowly opened his mouth and said, “If you have a chance, you should 

ask Jialing County. Lord himself, I have no way to tell you.” 

“You guys are tired after walking for so long, take a good rest, and tomorrow I 

will let Waguan accompany you to find Treasure, after all, he is very familiar 

with this area.” 

After finishing speaking, the patriarch was about to leave, and David looked at 

the patriarch, obviously he knew the identity of the princess of Jialing County, 

but he just didn’t want to say it! 

Since the patriarch didn’t want to say anything, David didn’t want to ask! 

“Patriarch, I heard from Wagang that the Gao family has been eyeing your 

ancient body-refining clan. If I am lucky enough to find the real treasure this 

time, I will find a way to help you get rid of the danger of the Gao family. 

” Good thing, then David will do something for the ancient body training clan! 

As the saying goes, no merits are rewarded, David is not willing to take away 

the treasures of the ancient body training clan for nothing! 

But who knows, after the patriarch heard this, he turned around and looked at 

David, with a helpless expression on his face, “I know in this extreme north, it’s 

not the Gao family that’s scary, but those demon cultivators…” “Devil 

cultivators? 

” David was taken aback, “Could it be that there are demons in this extreme 

northern land?” 

“Isn’t this extreme northern land the place where demons should exist?” 



the patriarch asked back! 

This time, David stopped talking. 

This place in the extreme north is sparsely populated and the environment is 

harsh. It is suitable for the life of demon cultivators who are hunted down like 

rats crossing the street! 

At least living here can avoid many dangers and troubles! 

Looking at the patriarch who left, David found that the human world is far 

more complicated than he imagined! 

Even this place in the extreme north is not as peaceful as what I saw! 

David walked out of the tent, Liu Ruyan and the others were waiting for David 

outside! 

“David, the patriarch arranged a place for us, let us rest temporarily, let’s go…” 

Liu Ruyan said to David! 

David nodded, and followed Liu Ruyan into a tent, and the three brothers were 

resting in another tent! 

In the middle of the night, hundreds of miles away from the ancient body 

refining clan, there are always rays of light flashing. 

And accompanied by bursts of roar, it can be heard from such a distance! 

David was lying in the tent, and he knew it was the light and sound of 

someone fighting. 

Now the entire northern land has influx of monks looking for treasures, and if 

the fragments of the ice soul spread, there will be more monks coming to the 

northern land! 



At that time, the land of the extreme north will be in chaos, and those demon 

cultivators probably saw so many monks coming to the land of the extreme 

north, so they didn’t dare to be presumptuous and hid obediently! 

It seems that the patriarch’s method is not only aimed at the Gao family, those 

demon cultivators are the most terrifying enemies! 

After all, the ancestors of the ancient body refining clan slaughtered and 

enslaved so many demon cultivators before, and these demon cultivators will 

definitely take revenge! 

Chapter 2879 
Early the next morning. 

Accompanied by Wa Gang, David and the others went on the road to find the 

treasure! 

For some reason, the patriarch didn’t see him off! 

When walking out of the ancient body-refining clan’s clan site, Wa Gang 

suddenly took out a magic whip from his arms and said, “Mr. Chen, the 

patriarch knows that we will meet many demon cultivators during this trip, so 

the patriarch asked me to whip this whip.” The magic whip will be handed over 

to you…” 

David Akana will be stunned by the magic whip in his hand. You must know 

the value of this magic whip. If it is really a fairy weapon, it will is priceless! 

But now the patriarch actually handed over the magic whip to himself with 

confidence, and David was so moved by this trust! 

David took over the magic whip, and he became more confident in finding the 

treasure in his heart. As long as the treasure is found, the ancient body 

training clan can develop better! 



David doesn’t intend to take the skills and treasures in the treasure chest, he 

intends to give them all to the ancient body refining family, after all, they 

belong to the ancient body refining family! 

He only took the Bing Po Pill, nothing else! 

“David, what is this?” 

Liu Ruyan asked curiously when she saw the magic whip! 

“This is the magic cultivator’s nemesis. With this thing, you don’t have to be 

afraid when you see the devil cultivator.” 

David smiled slightly, and put away the magic whip! 

A group of people walked on the white snow field, surrounded by towering 

icebergs and deep ice valleys. It can be said that the environment is very 

harsh! 

If you don’t pay attention, you may fall into the ice cave. You must know that 

some of the ice caves are thousands of meters deep. Even a monk at the peak 

of the fit state can only wait for death obediently if he falls in! 

Now David and the others can only follow the location of the treasure map 

and go around the place marked above to try their luck first, but presumably 

many people have already gone to the location of the treasure map! 

But now no one has the exact location of the treasure, so they can only try 

their luck to see whose luck is better! 

After walking for half a day, Wa Gang looked ahead and said, “Mr. Chen, we 

may have to take a detour now. The Death Canyon is ahead, and there are 

countless beasts in it. No one can pass through it.” 

“Death Canyon?” David frowned, as if he was thinking about something! 



In such a harsh environment, how could there be countless ferocious beasts 

entrenched in it? You must know that these ferocious beasts also need to 

grow and need resources! 

If there are so many ferocious beasts living in this canyon, then there must be 

resources for these ferocious beasts to survive in this canyon! 

But what this resource is, David doesn’t know! 

“Is there any treasure in this death canyon?” 

Generally, there will be beasts guarding around the treasure! 

It’s not that these ferocious beasts deliberately guard these treasures, but that 

these ferocious beasts survive by absorbing the breath emitted by the 

treasures, and over time they become treasure-protecting spirit beasts! 

“I don’t know. According to previous records, there were not so many 

ferocious beasts living in this canyon before. It seems that there are many 

more ferocious beasts here.” “Some people also tried to enter the canyon to 

explore, but they 

all There is no return, and I died in it, so this place has become a death 

canyon, and we usually leave here.” 

Wa Gang explained! 

“I feel that there must be something good in this canyon, let’s go and see…” 

After David finished speaking, he walked straight towards the canyon! 

Seeing this, the others also followed behind! 

Soon they came to the mouth of the valley, and saw that there were cliffs on 

both sides, and above the cliffs were glaciers, which were extremely smooth! 



And this canyon is only a dozen feet wide. Standing at the mouth of the 

canyon, you can feel the breath of the beasts in the canyon, rushing towards 

your face! 

“You guys wait here, I’ll check the situation!” 

After David finished speaking, he hid his breath, jumped up, and flew past in 

mid-air without a sound! 

Chapter 2880 
David saw that in the canyon, there were densely packed monsters. These 

monsters all have one characteristic, that is, snow-white hair, lying on the 

snow, it is difficult to be found! 

These monsters didn’t find David, and they seemed to be sleeping lazily. As 

David went deep into the canyon, suddenly a head-sized stone in the middle 

of the canyon caught his attention! 

I saw the stone surrounded by mist, and several monsters were eating the 

stone! 

David lowered his figure, looked over carefully, and suddenly his eyes lit up! 

This is not a stone at all, but an ice shard, such a big ice shard, I don’t know 

how much energy it contains! 

David’s breathing began to become rapid, and he wished he could rush down 

immediately and pick up the fragments of the ice soul! 

No wonder there are so many monsters in this canyon. It turns out that these 

monsters rely on the energy of the ice soul fragments to feed. 

David observed carefully for a while, tried his best to restrain the excitement in 

his heart, and then slowly backed away! 



Although David was already very careful and kept his breath hidden, he was 

still spotted by an ice bear monster that was more than five meters tall! 

This ice bear monster looks like the leader of these monsters, its strength is at 

the peak of the Fusion Realm, and its eyes are fixed on the direction where 

David disappeared! 

Although this ice bear monster is still a monster and has not turned into a 

human form, but its eyes are emitting a light of wisdom! 

David didn’t dare to use his spiritual sense to investigate, so he didn’t find that 

in this canyon, there were still monsters at the peak of the Fusion Realm. 

“Mr. Chen, how are you?” 

Seeing David coming back, Wa Gang asked hastily! 

“In this canyon, there are fragments of ice souls, and the size is not small. No 

wonder these monsters gather in this canyon!” 

David said excitedly! 

“Mr. Chen, even if there are fragments of the ice soul, there are so many 

monsters guarding them, we can’t get them!” It’s important to find the 

treasure!” 

Wa Gu suggested! 

But at this moment, David’s heart was itching, if he didn’t get such a big piece 

of ice soul, it would be a waste! 

“If you don’t try and leave like this, I’m afraid I will regret it.” 

David said flatly! 



“Mr. Chen, don’t be impulsive. Although I know your strength is very strong, 

there are hundreds of monsters here, and I don’t know if there are any 

monsters above the level of fitness. If we annoy you No one can run away 

without these monsters.” 

Seeing that David wanted to try, Wa Chuan said hastily! 

This is not a joke, if you want to try it, try it, it is a life-threatening job! 

“Don’t worry, even if you try, you have to do everything right, even if you can’t 

get the Ice Soul Fragment, your life won’t be in danger!” 

David said with a faint smile! 

Seeing that David was determined to try it, Wa Chuan didn’t say anything 

more! 

And after David pondered for a moment, a divine consciousness instantly 

spread and enveloped the canyon! 

David knew that it was impossible to steal the ice soul fragments, so he was 

not afraid of disturbing these monsters with his spiritual sense! 

With the spread of David’s consciousness, those monsters began to become 

restless one by one, and let out bursts of roars! 

And under David’s consciousness, the ice bear monster at the peak of the 

physical body was also instantly discovered by David. When David found the 

ice bear monster at the peak of the physical body, his heart sank! 

It seems that these monsters are really powerful, but at this point, David will 

not give up! 

Therefore, David’s consciousness is still spreading, and David can see the 

situation of the whole canyon more clearly! 



 


